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Space science in  

Antarctica  – 
travel to  

south  pole 



 



  

Where the action starts 



  

Everywhere is far away 



  

Long range transport is by Hercules C130 



  

Hercules C130 military aircraft are not comfortable 



  

First sight of Antarctica 



  

Note the glaciers and crevasse fields 



  

McMurdo: The largest station in Antarctica (USA) 



  

Ross Island: The most southerly point possible by ship 



  

South Africa is represented 



  

Wheeled vehicles need massive tyres 



  

Snow vehicles mostly use metal or rubber tracks 



  

Even  bakkies can drive on snow 



  

Short range transport is by helicopter 



  

Mt. Erebus, southern most active volcano 



  

Frozen ocean 



  

New Zealand Antarctic base 

New Zealand base is nearby 



  

Hiking pressure ridges on sea ice 



  

Local Weddell seals on sea ice 



  

Local Weddell seal sun tanning 



  

Scott’s discovery hut 1902 



  

Inside  S cott’s discovery hut, all very primitive 



  

SuperDARN radar and communications dishes 



SuperDARN radar coverage 



 



  

Frozen ocean makes for an excellent airport 



  

Trans - Antarctic mountains from cockpit of Herc - C130 



  

Beardmore glacier, note crevasse field in foreground 



 

I ncredible scenery, note glacier in picture middle 



 



  

Summer temperatures at south pole 



  

Accommodation choices at South Pole 



  

At ceremonial south pole 



  

At the geographic south pole 



  

All directions point north from here 



  

The vast Antarctic plateaux behind me 



  

Solar halo at south pole 



  

Sun dogs at south pole 



  

Balloon launch 



  

Instrument installation 



Scanning Doppler Imagers in McMurdo & South Pole 



 



Auroras affect the thermospheric neutral winds at 115 km 



 



Auroras affect the thermospheric neutral winds at 115 km 



 



  

SuperDARN radar at South Pole 



  

IceCube at South Pole 



  

, the worlds largest neutrino detector 



 

IceCube was built 2004 - 2011 

Cost $280M  
W eighs  1520 

  tons (76X C130 flights)  

C onsumed  1.64 M litres of  fuel (80X C130 flights) 



 



  

Microwave telescopes at south pole 

95 , 150 & 220 GHz 



  

Microwave telescope at south pole 

10 - m dish, cost $19M, detector cooled to 10K 



  

Ice core drilling, 33000 year old ice from 1500m down 



Mike’s personal best: Round 



the world in under 10 seconds…twice!  



 

Thank You 


